
 
The Master's Program "Legal Linguistics" is directed to a research of the problems of 

the modern life based on a unity of language and law: insults, slander, dissemination of the 

discrediting information, extortion, extremism, copyright, admissibility of trade names, 

trademarks, ethics of advertising, – factually, it is those problems which firstly have to receive of 

all linguistic assessment for their further legal qualification.  

In fact, the program trains the judicial experts. The graduates become experts in the 

structures of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation, Roskomnadzor, in the head 

radio-frequency center, in the private independent expert organizations. 

We learn to carry out qualitatively linguistic expertize of disputable materials, to reveal 

are conflictogenic in communication, to carry out effective monitoring of an Internet discourse, to 

reveal manipulative influence and many other things. 

As the main disciplines are presented: Legal linguistics; Linguistic expertise; Basics of 

forensics; Linguistic crime; Applied Linguistics; Speech impact and speech manipulation; 

Philological analysis of the text; Autorology: linguistic identification; Psychology of social 

conflicts; Extremist discourse: monitoring, expertise, prevention; Religions in the modern world 

and religious extremism; Speech strategies and tactics of engaging in destructive social practices: 

countering technologies and others. 

The program involves project activities carried out by undergraduates based on their 

personal professional interests, which later become independent social projects. 

The program "Legal Linguistics" offers a number of practices that are held on the basis of 

state expert forensic centers. 

The program is implemented by highly skilled teachers: doctors and candidates of science 

in the field of linguistics, law, religious studies, psychology and sociology. 

Leading experts of the program are heads of large scientific expert associations and lingvo-

crime centers, such as Association of Linguists and Experts of the South of Russia, the Center for 

Judicial Linguistic and Criminalistics Expertise and Humanitarian and Applied Research 

"LINGVOSUDEXPERT". 

 


